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IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 
DISTRICT OF KANSAS AT KANSAS CITY 

 
In Re:        ) 
JOHN Q. HAMMONS FALL 2006, LLC,  ) Chapter 11 
et al.,      )  

)  Case No.  16-21142 (RDB) 
   Debtors,  ) Jointly Administered 
 

HEARTLAND FINANCIAL SERVICES, LLC’S MOTION FOR LEAVE  
TO FILE AN AMENDED PROOF OF CLAIM AND  

RESPONSE TO JD HOLDING L.L.C.’S OBJECTION TO CLAIM 
 
 Heartland Financial Services, LLC (“HFS”), pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 501, Federal Rule 

15(a) and Fed.Bank.R.Civ. P 3001 respectfully moves this Court for its Order allowing HFS to 

amend it claim numbered 277 (the “Claim”). HFS states the following in support thereof its 

Motion to Amend the Claim as well as the following response to JD Holding L.L.C.’s Objection 

to Claim of Heartland Financial Services, Inc. (Doc. 2162): 

1. The Court should allow an amendment to the Claim because amendments should be 
freely permitted if the Claim and the proposed amendment are virtually identical. 
 

 HFS should be allowed to amend its Claim because the Claim provided Debtor with 

adequate notice of the existence, nature and amount of the claim against Debtor. “In a bankruptcy 

proceeding, amendment of a proof of claim is freely permitted so long as the claim initially 

provided adequate notice of the existence, nature and amount of the claim as well as the creditor’s 

intent to hold the estate liable.” In re Tanaka Bros. Farms, Inc., 36 F.3d 996, 998 (10th Cir. 1994). 

“In other words, if the substance of the original proof of claim remains unchanged by an amended 

proof of claim, the amendment should be permitted.” In re Richter, 478 B.R. 30, 39 (2012). In the 

instant case, the Claim and the proposed amended claim are identical with respect to the existence, 

nature and amount of the claim. The proposed amended claim is attached as Exhibit 1, which adds 
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the attachment of the October 2009 Agreement that is the basis of the Claim. Therefore, the Court 

should allow HFS to file its amended Claim.  

2. The Court should allow an amendment to the Claim because there is no prejudice in 
allowing the amendment. 
 

Allowing HFS to amend the Claim will not unduly prejudice Debtors or the estate.  In re 

Montagne is directly on point. 421 B.R. 65 (D. Vt. 2009). In Montagne, a creditor sought to amend 

its claim because it failed to attach the supporting promissory note to its original claim. Id. at 79.    

The creditor in Montagne, sought to amend its claim, “the only difference was the documents 

supporting the proof of claim were attached to the amended proof of claim . . .” Id. at 81. The 

Court held that there was no prejudice because there were ten months of litigation, the proof of 

claim was timely filed, and the Debtor and trustee clearly had adequate notice of the existence and 

nature of the claim. Id.  Here, there is no dispute that HFS timely filed the Claim. The Claim was 

filed on November 29, 2016. The last date to file claims was December 23, 2016. Moreover, HFS 

and Debtors litigated this matter in the Circuit Court of Greene County, Missouri for five (5) years 

prior to Debtors seeking protection under Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code. The specific case 

number was referenced in the Claim. Additionally, the Debtor and Trustee had adequate notice of 

the Claim as the case number was referenced, the debtor was involved in lengthy litigation and the 

debtor was able to identify the agreement (as well as other purported agreements) in its objection 

to the Claim. Clearly, as shown by its objection, the Debtor has full knowledge of the basis and 

extent of the Claim.  Finally, HFS has moved to amend shortly after the claim was challenged. In 

the Matter of Best Refrigerated Express, Inc., 192 B.R. 503, 507 (D. Neb 1996).  Therefore, there 

is no prejudice in allowing the amendment. 
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3. The Court should allow the amendment to the Claim because the non-attachment of the 
agreement was the result was inadvertent and was done in good faith. 

 
The Court should allow the amendment because Creditor was unaware of its failure to 

attach the agreement until the objection was filed. HFS did not omit the agreement in an attempt 

to hide or confuse Debtors or the estate. Indeed, HFS specifically referenced the case number that 

was the basis of the Claim. Undersigned counsel believed that the filing including the attachment. 

However, when the Claim was actually filed, the attachment was inadvertently omitted from the 

filing with the Court. Therefore, because the omission of the supporting documents was a good 

faith mistake and inadvertently done, the Court should allow the Claim to be amended. 

4. The Court should allow the amendment because the amendment is not futile in that the 
2009 Agreement was not superseded. 
 

The October 1, 2009 Agreement (Doc. 2162 Exhibit “B”) has not been superseded by either 

the March 13, 2010 agreement (Doc. 2162 Exhibit “C”) (“March Agreement”) or the July 14, 2010 

Agreement (Doc. 2162 Exhibit “D”) (“July Agreement”) because the March Agreement and the 

July Agreement are both distinct and different agreements unrelated to the October 1, 2009 

Agreement, and, alternatively, because the July Agreement was never signed by any party with 

authority to bind HFS. 

The March Agreement contains no provision that states it supersedes or amends the 

October 1, 2009 agreement. Instead, it is merely a different agreement reached between HFS and 

John Q. Hammons Hotels & Resort, LLC. There is nothing in the March Agreement that would 

indicate in any way that it was intended to supersede or amend the October 1, 2009 agreement. 

The July Agreement also was not intended to and did not supersede the October 1, 2009 

Agreement, despite its language.  On July 14, 2010, Gary Fruits, not associated with HFS, met 

with Mr. Hammons because HFS principal Jerry Bengston was unavailable.  There, and during 
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communications leading up to this meeting, it was made clear that HFS was to be paid the flat fee 

stated in the October 1, 2009 Agreement, and was to be paid a success fee as shown in the July 14, 

2010 Agreement.   

HFS had previously spent countless man-hours and made extraordinary efforts to provide 

financing for various Hammons entities, only to be thwarted in its efforts by various Hammons 

employees along the way.  As a result, HFS informed Mr. Hammons that it intended to cease its 

efforts to provide financing.  Mr. Hammons refused, ultimately offering and agreeing to pay the 

flat fee reflected in the October 1, 2009 Agreement.  But this was never meant to replace any sort 

of percentage-based success fee for financing, which are standard for this type of work.  This is 

what led to the meeting between Gary Fruit and Mr. Hammons on July 14, 2010 where Mr. Fruits 

and Mr. Hammons signed the July 14, 2010 Agreement.   

The July 14, 2010 Agreement was clearly put together “on the fly.”  It was based ver-batim 

on the October 1, 2009 Agreement and Mr. Hammons and Mr. Fruit made some handwritten 

changes.  Nothing, however, was ever intended to supersede or terminate the October 1, 2009 

Agreement; rather, the July 14, 2010 Agreement was complimentary to the October 1, 2009 

Agreement.  Further, the July 14, 2010 Agreement was never accepted by HFS.  Jerry Bengston is 

the managing member of HFS and the one who had authority to bind HFS. Mr. Bengston’s 

signature appears on the October 1, 2009 Agreement. The July Agreement shows that it was signed 

on behalf of Mr. Bengston by “GF.” (Doc. 2162 Page 24 of 24). “GF” stands for Gary Fruits. Mr. 

Fruits informed Mr. Hammons on July 14, 2010 that while he would sign on behalf of Mr. 

Bengston, Mr. Bengston would have to ratify the July Agreement. Mr. Bengston did not ratify the 

July Agreement and did not authorize Mr. Fruits to bind HFS to the July Agreement. Therefore, 
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and for that additional reason, the July Agreement does not supersede the October 1, 2009 

Agreement.  

WHEREFORE, Heartland Financial Services, LLC respectfully moves this Court for its 

Order grating leave to amend the Claim and for such other and further relief as this Court deems 

proper and just.  

 
 

BAIRD LIGHTNER MILLSAP, P.C. 

     /s/ Patrick R. Baird     
     Patrick R. Baird KS Fed # 23036 
     1901-C S. Ventura Ave. 
     Springfield, MO 65804 
     pbaird@blmlawyers.com 
     Telephone: 417-887-0133 
     Facsimile: 417 887-0133 
     Attorneys for Heartland Financial Services, LLC 
 
 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 
 The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy of the foregoing pleading was 
filed electronically on the 4th day of June 2018, and served via CM/ECF email on the Court’s ECF 
notice list. 
 
 

        /s/ Patrick R. Baird  
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District of Kansas 
Claims Register 

16-21142 John Q. Hammons Fall 2006, LLC  
Judge: Robert D. Berger  Chapter: 11

Office: Kansas City       Last Date to file claims: 

Trustee:   Last Date to file (Govt): 
Creditor:          (8615721)   
Heartland Financial Services, 
LLC 
c/o Baird Lightner Millsap, P.C. 
1901-C S. Ventura Avenue 
Springfield, Missouri 
65804            

Claim No: 277 
Original Filed 
Date: 11/29/2016 
Original Entered 
Date: 11/29/2016 
Last Amendment 
Filed: 06/04/2018 
Last Amendment 
Entered: 06/04/2018

Status:  
Filed by: CR  
Entered by: Patrick R Baird  
Modified:  

 Amount claimed: $450000.00            
 

History:  
Details 277-

1 

11/29/2016 Claim #277 filed by Heartland Financial Services, LLC, Amount claimed: $450000.00 
(Marshall, Terri) 

2162 05/07/2018 Objection to Claim Number 277 filed by Heartland Financial Services, Inc. and Notice 
of Objection Deadline. Proposed Hearing to be held at. Certificate of Service on. Filed 
by Creditor JD Holdings, L.L.C. (Margolies, Jonathan)

Details 277-
2 

06/04/2018 Amended Claim #277 filed by Heartland Financial Services, LLC, Amount claimed: 
$450000.00 (Baird, Patrick) 

 

Description: (277-1) Services Performed  

Remarks:   

 

Claims Register Summary 

Case Name: John Q. Hammons Fall 2006, LLC  
Case Number: 16-21142 
Chapter: 11 
Date Filed: 06/26/2016 
Total Number Of Claims: 1 

Total Amount Claimed*   $450000.00 

Total Amount Allowed*     

*Includes general unsecured claims 
 
The values are reflective of the data entered. Always refer to claim documents for actual 
amounts.  



 Claimed Allowed

Secured 

Priority 

Administrative

 



Fill In this information

Debtor name: Heartland Financial Services, LLC

United States Bankruptcy Court for the Disbict of Kansas at Kansas City

Case number (If known): 26-21142-11

See Appendix A to bar dale notice for list of debtors and case numbers.

ID: 399
HCARTLAND FINANCIAL SVCS LLC
1460SS HASAN ST

OLATHE. KS 66062-9003

received

NOV 2 3 2016

bmc group

If you nave already filed a proof of claim with ihe
Offirifll Fnrm Alfl Bankruptcy Court or BMC. you do not need to file again.v^incidi rurm ̂ lu ^^,5 pQp court use only

Proof of Claim —
Read the Instructions before filling out this form. This form is for making a claim for payment In a bankruptcy case. Do not use this form to make a
request for payment of an administrative expense, except for administrative expenses under 11 U.S.C. § 503(b)(9).
Filers must leave out or redact information that is entitled to privacy on this form or on any attached documents. Attach redacted copies of any documents
that support the daim. such as promissory notes, purchase orders, invoices. Itemized statements of running accounts, contracts, judgments, mortgages, and
security agreements. Do not send original documents; they may be destroyed after scanning. If the documents are not available, explain in an attachment.
A person who files a fraudulent claim could be fined up to $500,000, Imprisoned for up to 5 years, or both. 18 U.S.C. §§ 152,157, and 3571.
FIIJ in all the Information about the claim as of the date the case was filed. That data Is on the notice of bankruptcy (Form 309) that you received.

The original of this completed form (faxes not accepted), together with accompanying documentation, must be either (a) delivered to the Claims
and Noticing Agent at the address set forth on the Bar Date Notice, or (b) nied using the online Document Filing System (CM/ECF) of the United
States Bankruptcy Court for the District of Kansas, in either event so as to be received no later than 5:00 p.m. CST on the December 23, 2016.

Identify the Claim

1. Who is the current

creditor?

2. Has this claim been

acquired h'om
someone else?

Heartland Financial Services, LLC
Name of the current creditor (the person or entity to paid for this daim)

OUier name the creditor used with the debtor JerrV BenCftSOn

[3 No
□ Yes. From whom?

3. Where should notices
and payments to the
creditor be sent?

Federal Rule of
Bankruptcy Procedure
(FRBP) 2002(g)

Where should notices to the creditor be sent? Where should payments to the creditor be sent?
(if different)

Heartland Financial Services, LLC
c/o Baird Lightner Millsap, P.O.

Name Name

1901-C S. Ventura Ave
Number Street

Springfield, Missouri 65804
City Slate ZIP Code

Number Street

ZIP Code

Contact phone 417.887.01.^.^ Contact phone

Conlacd emali brniihFtI Ohlml ptwy e r S • C ofipmad en^a"
pbaid@blmlawyers.com

Uniform claim identifier for electronic payments In chapter 13 (If you use one);

4. Does this claim amend
one already filed? |~| Yes. Claim number on court claims registry (if known) Piled on

MM/DD/YYYY

5. Do you know if anyone ,
else has filed a proof
of claim for this claim? □ Who made the earlier filing?

Official Form 410 Proof of Claim page 1

JOH Ctl ID
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Give information about the Claim as of the Date the Case Was Filed

6. Do yoy have any number

d^btor?^ 'cl®ntlfy the Q Yes. Last 4 digits of the debtor's account or any number you use to identify the debtor:

7. How much Is the claim? $ 450 / 000 . OQ Does this amount include interest or other charges?

[3 No
n Yes. Attach statement itemizing interest, fees, ejqjenses, or other

charges required by Bankruptcy Rule 3001 (cK2){A).

daim?^ Examples: Goods sold, money loaned, lease, services performed, personal Injury or wrongful death, or credit card.
Attach redacted copies of any documents supporting the claim required by Bankruptcy Rule 3001{o).

Limit disclosing information that Is entitled to privacy, such as health care information.

Financial consulting and strategic planning to John Q.
Hammons/ John Q» Hammons Management/ LLC/ and to
John Q. Hammons Hotels/ Inc./ on financing new and
existing hotels and convention projects.

9. Is all or part of the claim [y] No " ' ' ' '
secured? q Yes. The claim Is secured by a lien on property.

Nature of property:

□ Real estate, if the claim is secured by the debtor's principal residence, fiie aMortgage Proof of Claim
Attachment {Official Form 410-A)with [his Proof of Claim.

LJ Motor vehicle
SnOther. Describe: Ad.viaQr. Aareem(?nt 1 . OOC

Heartland Financial Services/ LLC v
Basis for perfection: John 0. Hammons, et al. Caag jH131~CVQ7667
Attach redacted copies of documents, if any. that show evidence of perfection of a security Interest (for
example, a mortgage, lien, certificate of title, financing statement, or other document that shows the lien has
been fi led or recorded.)

Value of property: $

Amount of the claim that la secured; $

Amount of the claim that Is unsecured; $450/000.00 fThe sum of the secured and unsecured
amounts should match the amount in line 7.)

Amount necessary to cure any default as of the date of the petition: $ 450 , 000 . 00 .
9

Annual lnterest Rate (when case was fi led) %
R1 Fixed
□ Variable

10. Is this claim based on a ^ no
□ Yes. Amount necessary to cure any default as of the date of the petition.

11. Is this claim subject to mq
a rightofsetoff? ,

LJ Yes. Identify the property:
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12. Is all or part of the claim
entitled to priority under
11 U,S.C.§507{a>? nve!n^es

A claim may be partly
priority and partly
nonpriority. For example,
in some categories, the
law limits the amount

entitled to priority.

. Ch6ck all that apply:

[~| Domestic support obligations (including alimony and child support) under
11 U.S.C.§507(a)(1)(A) or (a)(1)(B).

Amount entitled to priority

13. Is all or part of the
claim entitled to

administrative priority
pursuant to

11 U.S.C. § 503(b)(9)?

iPart 3: Sign Below

The parson completing
this proof of claim must
sign and date it.
FRBP 9011(b).

If you file this claim
slectronlcally, FRBP
5005(a)(2) authorizes courts
to establish iocai rules
specifying what a signature
s.'®-

[7] Up to $2,850* of deposits toward purchase, lease, or rental of property or ser\rices for S
personal, family, or household use. 11 U.S.C. §S07(a)(7).

PI Wages, salaries, or commissions (up to $12,850*) earned within 180 days before the 5
bankruptcy petition is filed or the debtor's business ends, whichever is earlier
11 U.S.C. § 507(a)(4).

n  $LJ Taxes or penalties owedtogovemmental units. 11 U.S.C. § 507(a)(8).

□ Contributions to an employee benefit plan. 11 U.S.C. § 507(a)(5). $
□ Other. Speciiy subsection of 11 U.S.C. §507(a)(_) that applies. $

■ Amounts ar© subject 10 adjustment on 4/01/19 and every 3 years after that for cases begun on or after the date of adjustment.

□ No
□ Yes. indicate (ho amount of your claim arising from the value of any goods received by

the Debtor within 20 days before the date of commencement of the above case, In
which the goods have boon sold to tho Debtor In the ordinary course of such $
Debtor's business. Attach documentation supporting such claim.

Check the appropriate box:

n I am the creditor.

El I am the creditor's attorney or authorized agent.
Q 1 am the trustee, or the debtor, or their authorized agent. Bankruptcy Rule 3004.

Q I am a guarantor, surety, endorser, or odier codebtor. Bankruptcy Rule 3005.

i understand that an authorized signature on Oils Proof of Claim serves as an acknowledgment that when calculating the
amount of the claim, the creditor gave the debtor credit for any payments received toward the debt.

A person who flies a
fraudulent claim could be | have examined the Information In {h\s Proof of Claim and have a reasonable belief that the Information Is true and correct,
fined up to $500,000,
imprisoned for up to 5 I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct
years, or both. /a/,- //
18 U.S.C. §§152,157. and Executed on date '0/2.^/ "2^/6
3571. MM/ DD/YYYY

"Signature

Print the nameof the person who Is completing and signing this claim:i^t the person who is con

Patiri'
First name Middle name

Roubal
Baird

Last name

Company Baird Liqhtner Millsap/ P.C«
identify the corporate servicer as the company if the authorized agent is a servicer.

19Q1~C S. Ventura Ave
Number Street

Springfield
City

Contact phone 417 . 887 . 0.

MO 6Sa04
state ZIP Code

broubalgblmlawyers.com
EmaiiPbairdta&lmTawv^r.c; .corn
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District of Kansas 
Claims Register 

16-21142 John Q. Hammons Fall 2006, LLC  
Judge: Robert D. Berger Chapter: 11 
Office: Kansas City        Last Date to file claims: 12/23/2016
Trustee:  Last Date to file (Govt): 
Creditor:          (8615721)   
Heartland Financial Services, 
LLC 
c/o Baird Lightner Millsap, P.C. 
1901-C S. Ventura Avenue 
Springfield, Missouri 
65804            

Claim No: 277 
Original Filed 
Date: 11/29/2016 
Original Entered 
Date: 11/29/2016 

Status:  
Filed by: CR  
Entered by: Terri Marshall  
Modified:  

 Amount claimed: $450000.00          
 

History:  
Details  277-

1 

11/29/2016 Claim #277 filed by Heartland Financial Services, LLC, Amount claimed: $450000.00 
(Marshall, Terri ) 

 

Description: (277-1) Services Performed 
Remarks:  

Claims Register Summary 

Case Name: John Q. Hammons Fall 2006, LLC  
Case Number: 16-21142 

Chapter: 11 
Date Filed: 06/26/2016 

Total Number Of Claims: 1 

Total Amount Claimed*  $450000.00  
Total Amount Allowed*    

*Includes general unsecured claims 
 

The values are reflective of the data entered. Always refer to claim documents for actual 
amounts. 

Claimed Allowed
Secured     
Priority     
Administrative     

 




